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Abstract 
 

This study explores the ability of students to produce the algebraic representation of a function 

given in various other representations. It is hypothesized that when tested on function 

recognition, mathematics majors will perform better than non-mathematics majors; however, 

both will perform poorly, that is below 75%. Students in four classes, two lower-level 

mathematics courses composed of non-mathematics majors and two upper-level mathematics 

courses composed of only mathematics majors, were given an eight-problem test that asked them 

to determine the algebraic representation of functions shown pictorially, in tables, in sequences, 

and graphically. This study provided evidence that mathematics majors outscored non-

mathematics majors as the mean scores were 2.93/8 and 0.49/8, respectively. 
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 This research explores the ability of college students to recognize functions presented in 

various representations other than in algebraic form. There is an ever growing population of 

researchers in the field of mathematics education who emphasize the importance of multiple 

representations on student comprehension of functions, higher level thinking, and problem 

solving.  

 I was interested in this topic because I agree with the above statement, student ability to 

transfer between multiple representations of mathematics is the true test if students fully 

understand the concepts put in front of them. Functions are the backbone to most of mathematics 

and functions are in most everything people do in the civilized world. Whether people recognize 

such things to be functions is the question at hand. The most direct way to test student ability to 

transfer between representations was to test student ability to transfer from other representations 

of functions to the algebraic representation. After the first three weeks of teaching an entry level 

mathematics course as a graduate student at a comprehensive liberal arts college, which was 

mostly composed of freshmen, I found that for most students it was easier to graph a function 

than to provide the function algebraically given its graph. The realization of my students’ 

abilities elevated my interest in their ability of transfer from any other form of a function to the 

algebraic representation. After some research I found that this transfer from one representation to 

another is an important key to student understanding of mathematics. 

 The significance of functions in mathematics is so great that the National Council of 

Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has devoted a strand of their national standards solely to 

functions (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2000). The new Common 

Core State Standards also devote a section to functions and state that the understanding of 

functions is essential for students to “make sense of problems and persevere in solving them 
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[and] reason abstractly and quantitatively” (National Governors Association Center for Best 

Practices, 2010). Thus it is important for students to learn functions at a mastery level. It is 

imperative that teachers have a full understanding of functions before they teach mathematics so 

they may transfer their understanding to their students, leading ultimately to giving their students 

a full understanding. This study examines student comprehension of functions through the 

following hypothesis: 

It is hypothesized that when tested on function recognition, college mathematics 

majors will perform better than non-mathematics majors; however, both will 

perform poorly (that is, below 75%). 

I tested this hypothesis by giving four college level classes an eight-problem test that charged 

students with providing the algebraic representation of functions given pictorially, in tables, 

sequentially or as lists, and graphically. Each representation was presented twice within the test. 

Tests were given to two sections of an entry-level mathematics course, each containing no 

mathematics majors. The mathematics majors that were tested were enrolled in upper level 

mathematics courses. Students were given credit provided they answered the problem correctly 

and no credit was given to question that did not have the correct algebraic representation. Before 

the researcher started her study, she investigated what researchers before her had determined 

what was important for students and function recognition and comprehension. 
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Literature Review 

 

This literature review examines student understanding of functions as indicated through 

previous research and seeks to provide an answer to the question, what are the important 

elements in students’ understanding and conception of function? First, we examine researchers’ 

analysis of the applications of functions and patterns. Since functions and patterns are imperative 

to students’ understanding of mathematics at an advanced level, we explore how functions and 

patterns are treated throughout the curriculum. Part of this research is to examine textbook 

approaches to functions and patterns; specifically, the difference in methods of identifying 

functions as a student moves through their academic career. Standards and assessment at the 

state and national level are taken into consideration next to identify the expectations that are 

placed on the students. This literature review concludes with an extensive exploration into 

students’ conceptual understanding of functions and patterns. 

 

Applications of Functions and Patterns 

From the research done on students, functions and multiple representations, it can be 

concluded that multiple representations not only help students understand functions but also help 

them recognize patterns and turn them into functions (Akkus & Çakiroğlu, 2006; Akkus & 

Seymour, 2008; Carducci, 2008; Fletcher, 2008; Warren & Cooper, 2008). Such representations 

can be graphing, tables, equations or visual schematics depicting the function in question. 

Studies show that students who produce solutions through these methods are correct and have 

shown more understanding conceptually compared to those who offer solutions based on 

numeric computations (Beatty & Moss, 2006). Other studies have shown that the ability to 
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transfer from one representation to another is a great way for students to show full 

comprehension of the concept a function (Gagatsis & Shiakalli, 2004). 

Beatty and Moss worked with two fourth grade students and examined their thought 

processes while solving various function problems. These problems were embedded in narrative 

contexts that students “enjoyed and found appealing” (Beatty & Moss, 2006, pg. 3). Within this 

study, one student took the numeric approach such as using t-tables to solve function problems 

while the other considered them visually, narratively, numerically and graphically. Beatty and 

Moss’s research showed the student who used a t-table to define a function within the problem 

could create the correct answer but “still appeared to have a limited understanding of functions” 

(p. 3). They found that students who could understand the problem within its context could 

manipulate it and describe the underlying function.  

Students who used visual representations as part of their problem solving performed 

better than those who did not in Beatty and Moss’ study. They write that visual or numeric 

representations of functions do not impact student learning initially but rather the retention a 

whole year later in those who focused on the visual was higher than those who strictly solved 

function problems numerically. The study showed a significant difference in retention scores of 

students who thought using visual representations when tested seven months later than the 

students who solved function problems numerically. The statistical significance shows that the 

more variance in representations utilized in instruction the more knowledge students keep in 

their working memory. This is because “it is crucial that students in grades four and five be given 

opportunities to develop an understanding of function in multiple representations” (Beatty & 

Moss, 2006, p. 6). 
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Gagatsis and Shiakalli (2004) state that “the ability to translate from one representation to 

another was associated with success in problem solving” (p. 654). One of the main reasons 

functions are so important to mathematics is that function comprehension leads to great problem 

solving skills. Problem solving skills are improved throughout all mathematics curricula, and 

play a part in each topic discussed in class. Function recognition is the tip of the iceberg that is 

analysis, reasoning and sense making.  

Gagatsis and Shiakalli propose that multiple representations is the key to understanding 

function problems. There are three key points within the process of understanding an idea within 

mathematics. First, one must be able to recognize the concept at hand, whatever representation it 

is in. Second, students must have the ability to manipulate this concept from one representation 

into another. And thirdly, students must be able to translate the idea from one representation to 

another. All of these make up the steps students go through to understand a problem. The 

researchers explain that “translation ability is very important for the learning of mathematics and 

for problem solving” (p. 645). Translation means the ability to go between the graphical, verbal, 

and algebraic form of a concept. Gagatsis and Shiakalli found that students at the college level 

have difficulty translating between these and thus have difficulty handling the concept of 

function. It is important for students to translate between these different representations because 

each one brings a different aspect of the concept of function. They write, “each representation 

offers information for some aspects of the concept” (p. 655). Thus, multiple representations help 

students get a deeper understanding of the concept of function. 

Researchers can agree that multiple representations are the most important key for 

understanding functions. There is a high correlation between the ability to understand and 

convert a function between the different representation and good problem solving skills. Problem 
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solving as well as functions are taught throughout a student’s academic life, starting as early as 

elementary school and continuing for some throughout their collegiate experience.  

 

Functions and Patterns throughout the Curriculum 

Functions play a crucial role in the development of a student’s mathematical thinking. 

Without a general knowledge of functions students will have difficulty in higher level 

mathematics. This is why functions and patterns are taught throughout the elementary, middle 

and secondary curricula (Baltus, 2010; Green, 2010; Kabael & Tanisli, 2010; Ronda, 2009). In 

elementary grades, students are taught basic function ideas through patterns within a set of 

numbers or pictures (Kabael & Tanisli, 2010). In the middle and secondary levels, students are 

taught about relations and functions. There is a study that claims that teaching relations is a 

disservice to students (Ronda, 2009). Basic knowledge of functions helps students in many other 

math topics such as algebra, trigonometry, calculus and statistics.  Studies have shown that those 

students with high understanding of functions and their concept do better throughout other 

content areas.  

In mathematics, student ability to problem solve and combine prior knowledge with 

known methods is highly important. The ability to take what you know and apply it to new 

situations is a skill all mathematics teachers want to bestow on their students. Baltus (2010) 

states that student “flexibility means knowing a variety of ways to solve problems” (p. 951) and 

claims this flexibility is the most fundamental skill a student can possess. According to Baltus, 

students who practice procedures repeatedly do not learn to be flexible in their problem solving. 

If students are relying on only one method of solving problems for each different problem, they 
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will never make connections. They will be unable to transfer one method used in one type of 

problem into another unrelated problem.  Problem solving extends through all content. 

Rote rehearsal cannot be the only method used by students to solve problems. If this is 

the case, they have only learned to follow an algorithm and have limited knowledge or 

conceptual understanding of the problem at hand. The researcher writes “students need to know a 

range of strategies for solving problems that are represented using graphs, tables, and symbols” 

(Baltus, 2010, p. 951). When these multiple representations are used concurrently, they support 

each other and serve as a platform on which to develop a solid understanding of the problem. 

When given a problem, students should solve it in as many ways as possible to achieve a fuller 

and more rounded understanding. Teachers must do the same when giving instruction. Even if it 

seems they overexerted, they need to show as many different ways to solve a problem as students 

need for full comprehension.  

Pattern recognition starts as early as elementary school mathematics. Young students are 

taught that when figures repeat they make a pattern. A researcher writes “the relationship which 

is called functional relationship begins with the notion of patterns in early grades” (Kabael & 

Tanisli, p. 213). High comprehension of pattern recognition at early ages has a high correlation 

with high comprehension of functions and algebra as a general topic. Kabael and Tanisli state 

that “a lot of algebraic notation … can be introduced in the pattern context” (p. 213). That is to 

say, through patterns students are taught algebraic ideas without realizing the algebraic concepts 

behind the patterns.  

The basics of algebraic notation and thinking are first brought to students through pattern 

context. Though students may not recognize learning is happening, pattern recognition is a seed 

that is being planted in their brains. Because of these connections between patterns and algebraic 
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thinking, Kabael and Tanisli suggest that when the time comes for students to be introduced to 

functions, it is done so in a manner that is similar to their pattern instruction. The researchers 

suggest “teaching pattern and function notions in a parallel manner to relate them in the algebraic 

thinking process” (p. 213). An instructor may provide the parallel learning through function 

notions introduced with the daily-life situations of the students. The relationship between 

functions, patterns, and student life outside the classroom peaks interest in functions. Another 

way is to teach functions using similar examples and same representations as the patterns from 

the students’ early grades. 

In the higher grades, middle and secondary, students are taught the concept of relations 

before they are introduced to functions. They are taught that all functions are relations but not all 

relations are functions, just like the relationship between squares and rectangles. To some 

researchers teaching relations before functions hinders student understanding of functions. 

Ronda (2009) claims that “to introduce function, relations can be dismissed” (p. 34). Relations 

should not be taught and in fact deter student understanding of functions. Ronda believes that 

one may assess students’ understanding through application of the concept, not just the definition 

because the first understanding of a concept is produced from the first experiences with it. 

Through interviews and sets of assessment tasks, Ronda found there are four main points or ideas 

in students’ algebraic understanding of functions. The four “growth points” help identify the 

areas in which students think of functions. First, equations are procedures for generating values. 

Second, equations are representations of relationships. Third, equations describe properties of 

relationships. Lastly, functions are objects that can be manipulated and transformed. Ronda 

recognizes and suggests that the growth points are “big picture ideas to focus on conceptual 

understanding” (p. 47). To understand why some students have the conceptual knowledge of 
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function while others are lacking the understanding, one must look to how students are taught 

functions throughout the students’ academic career. 

 

Current Textbook Approaches 

Although students are first introduced to function recognition at an early developmental 

age, late middle school years is where they get the chance to understand functions at deeper 

level. Students in their late middle school years have a basic understanding of functions based on 

their early school years’ teachings but they do not dive deeper into understanding of functions 

until the late middle school years. Textbooks teach functions in many different ways but most 

start off with an in depth definition of 

what it means to be a function, and 

describe the differences between 

functions and relations.  

Students are taught function 

recognition at an early age in life, in 

grade 3 is where “Everyday 

Mathematics” start an activity called “What’s my 

Rule?” shown in Figure 1 (p. 179). In this activity there are three sub-activities in which students 

are presented an input-output “machine.” The first of three sub-activities gives students the rule 

and the input. This version asks students to produce the output values. In the second, students are 

provided the rule and the output. Here they are asked to produce the input values, so working 

backwards. In the third, and most relevant for this study, students are given the input and the 

output and are expected to come up with the rule. Grade 3 is the first place students are 

Figure 1. Example of function recognition 

from “Everyday Mathematics” (2007, p. 179) 
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Figure 3. Explanation of multi-step functions from “Real 

Math Grade 5” (2007, p. 200) 

informally being asked to recognize a function based on its table of values. The “What’s my 

Rule?” activity occurs throughout the “Everyday Mathematics” series here on after.  

Though students are not shown in “Everyday Mathematics” how to go about solving for 

the rule or function, textbooks in later years give specific steps on this procedure. Most of this 

learning process comes from the teacher’s emphasis on the topic. When teachers explain finding 

the rule or the function in depth, students will retain the information better later in their studies 

compared to those teachers who briefly discussed the process of recognizing a function.  

 Starting at grade 5, “Real Math Grade 5” introduces functions within the middle of the 

textbook. “Real Math Grade 5” presents functions as ‘function machines’ as “Everyday 

Mathematics” did; early problems give students the ‘rule’ and ask them to fill out the missing 

table values. This is seen in Figure 2 (p. 160). “Real Math Grade 5” introduces the difference 

between the  - and the  - value and continues on to introduce composite functions within the 

next few sections.  “Real Math Grade 5” explains composite functions by having students take 

the x-value and put it into the first function machine. The output value of this first function 

Figure 2. Function Machine from “Real Math Grade 

5” (2007, p. 160) 
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machine now becomes the input value for the second function machine. “Real Math Grade 5” 

does not introduce these composite functions as linear functions, but instead treats them as two-

step functions. The textbook introduces this idea as a word problem and introduce a new variable 

“ ”. Students perform the first rule on the input value,  , and get a new output,  . This output 

now becomes the input for the second rule. The output of the second rule is the value  . This is 

shown in Figure 3 (p. 200). “Real Math Grade 5” then describes how students can put the values 

of   and   into a table of values and use the two rules to produce one rule, thus creating the 

composite function. When students leave middle school and reach high school, they begin with a 

basic understanding of functions that will be built up in high school. 

In high schools in New York State, students must go through two Algebra courses, 

namely Algebra I and Algebra II. The second course is intended to extend student knowledge 

and get them thinking at a higher level of mathematics. Both cover the topic of functions; a 

textbook from each course outlines how to produce functions given different representations of 

data. 

 Pearson’s “Algebra I” (2012) gives students the 

opportunity to expand their knowledge of functions and 

patterns by having a chapter dedicated to the topic. At the 

beginning of the chapter, functions are shown in the same 

function machines as seen in the “Everyday Mathematics” 

and “Real Math Grade 5” textbooks for elementary and 

middle school students. This is the only time the function machine, as shown in Figure 4 (p. 

241), appears in “Algebra I”. The authors continue to challenge students by teaching the students 

to go back to those patterns from their childhood and identify the function and put an algebraic 

Figure 4. Function Machine from 

“Algebra I” (2012, p. 241) 
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representation along with it. This instruction occurs in the “Patterns and Nonlinear Functions” 

section, so the authors are introducing nonlinear functions by means of something familiar to 

students, that is patterns.  

As seen in Figure 5 (p. 248-9), Pearson continues by introducing a method to writing a 

nonlinear function given a set of data. They suggest reasoning as a means of identifying the 

function by suggesting students create a rule for the first few rows of data and checking to see if 

it works for the rest of the data in the set. Later in the chapter, students are taught to graph 

functions given their algebraic representation. Many of the problems are given as real life word 

problems in an attempt to make the mathematics relevant to the student.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Recognizing Non-Linear Functions from “Algebra I” (2012, p. 428) 
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The textbooks discussed in this section have been written to follow certain standards set 

up by New York State. The next section examines the standards and expectations placed on 

students by New York State and the national government. 

 

Standards and Assessment of Functions and Patterns 

Function recognition is a good indicator of a student’s problem solving skills. The 

professional organization for mathematics education, the National Council for Teachers of 

Mathematics (NCTM) states “Instructional programs from prekindergarten through grade 12 

should enable all students to understand patterns, relations, and functions” (NCTM, 2000). The 

standards expect all students in grades 9-12 to be able to “generalize patterns using explicitly 

defined and recursively defined functions.”  The Association of Mathematics Teachers of New 

York State (AMTNYS) has also indicated that “creating an expression that describes a 

computation involving a general quantity requires the ability to express the computation in 

general terms, abstracting from specific instances.” (New York State Education Department, 

2005)  The new Common Core State Standards Initiative also believes that functions are an 

important part of student learning in mathematics. The standards for each organization are listed 

in the figure below. 
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Figure 6. 

Standards and Expectations for students from NCTM, NYS, and the Common Core 

National 

Standards 

NCTM 

(2000) 

Grades 3-5 Grades 6-8 Grades 9-12 
•Represent and analyze 

patterns and functions, using 

words, tables, and graphs. 

•Relate and compare different 

forms of representation for a 

relationship. 

•Represent, analyze, and 

generalize a variety of patterns 

with tables, graphs, words, 

and, when possible, symbolic 

rules 

•Use symbolic algebra to 

represent and explain 

mathematical relationships. 

•Generalize patterns using 

explicitly defined and recursively 

defined functions 

NYS 

Standards 

(2005) 

Grades 3-5 Grades 6-8 Algebra I (A) and II (A2) 
3.A.2 - Describe and extend 

numeric (+, -) and geometric 

patterns 

4.A.5 - Analyze a pattern or a 

whole-number function and 

state the rule, given a table or 

an input/output box 

5.A.7 - Create and explain 

patterns and algebraic 

relationships  (e,g.,2,4,6,8...) 

algebraically: 2n (doubling) 

6.A.1 - Translate two-step 

verbal expressions into 

algebraic expressions 

7.A.10 - Write an equation to 

represent a function from a 

table of values 

8.A.18 - Determine if a 

relation is a function 

8.A.19 - Interpret multiple 

representations using equation, 

table of values, and graph 

A.CM.4  - Explain relationships 

among different representations 

of a problem 

A.G.3 - Determine when a 

relation is a function, by 

examining ordered pairs and 

inspecting graphs of relations 

A2.A.37 - Define a relation and 

function 

A2.A.40 - Write functions in 

functional notation 

 

 

Common 

Core State 

Standards 

Initiative 

(2010) 

Grades 3-5 Grades 6-8 High School 

3.OA.9. - Identify arithmetic 

patterns (including patterns in 

the addition table or 

multiplication table), and 

explain them using properties 

of operations. 

4.OA.5. - Generate a number 

or shape pattern that follows a 

given rule. 

5.OA.3. - Generate two 

numerical patterns using two 

given rules. Identify apparent 

relationships between 

corresponding terms. 

6.EE.9. - Use variables to 

represent two quantities in a 

real-world problem that 

change in relationship to one 

another 

7.EE.4. - Use variables to 

represent quantities in a real-

world or mathematical 

problem, and construct simple 

equations and inequalities to 

solve problems by reasoning 

about the quantities. 

8.EE.7. - Solve linear 

equations in one variable. 

F-IF.8. - Write a function defined 

by an expression in different but 

equivalent forms to reveal and 

explain different properties of the 

function. 

F-IF.9. - Compare properties of 

two functions each represented in 

a different way 

F-BF.1. Write a function that 

describes a relationship between 

two quantities. 

 

Students who pass through the New York State education system are expected to solve 

problems based on patterns and functions. Examples from the NYS Regents Mathematics Exam 

for 2010 for grades 4, 5, 6, 8, Algebra I and Algebra II are shown in the figures below. The 
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examples show the progression in what is expected from NYS students from elementary to high 

school grades. The grade 4 exam starts with an input-output table and instructs students to find 

the rule, “subtract 10.” This question is an example of the function machine with the terms 

‘input’ and ‘output’ but without the picture (see Figure 7). The grade 5 exam prompts students 

with a verbal comparison of two individuals’ heights and asks for the algebraic representation 

(see Figure 8). The example from the grade 6 exam gives students a verbal/written representation 

of a function and asks for the algebraic representation (see Figure 9). The grade 8 exam provides 

another question that instructs students to produce the function for the given table, however, they 

are now given context for the question so the two table values are no longer labeled as input and 

output (see Figure 10). 

On NYS Regents exams students in Algebra I are asked to identify a function given sets 

of ordered pairs, while students in Algebra II are asked to identify a function or non-function 

given graphs of equations. Figure 11 is an example of a recurring question in the NYS Algebra I 

examination. Figure 12 is an example of a typical function recognition question in the NYS 

Algebra II examination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Question from the NYS Regents Grade 4 Exam – 2010 

Figure 8. Question from the NYS Regents Grade 5 Exam – 2010 
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Figure 9. Question from the NYS Regents Grade 6 Exam – 2010 

Figure 10. Question from the NYS Regents Grade 8 Exam – 2010 

Figure 11.  Question from the NYS Regents 

Algebra I Exam – January 2011 

Figure 12. Question from the NYS 

Regents Algebra II Exam – June 2011 
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The New York State Education Department as well as the U.S. Department of Education 

place significance on student’s ability to answer questions on functions. Shown in the previous 

figures, most of the NYS Regents questions on functions are multiple choice questions. Multiple 

choice questions leaves little room for students to show their understanding of the concept of 

function. The next section examines studies that investigated how students think of functions and 

how they solve function questions. 

 

Student Concept of Functions and Patterns Research 

Students think about functions in many different ways. This literature review has shown 

that if students understand and make sense of multiple representations then they have a higher 

and fuller understanding of functions as a whole. Many studies have examined what students 

think about when solving problems having to do with functions, this section explores two. When 

exploring misconceptions of functions, many of these studies have found that students have the 

most difficult time distinguishing between ‘a function’ and ‘a relation’, or they show struggles 

when asked to pair a function with its graphical representation (Lage & Gaisman, 2001, Dede & 

Soybas, 2011). Wilson (1993) examined one pre-service secondary mathematics teacher’s 

evolving understanding of functions, specifically what methods they used while solving 

problems involving functions. Researchers Dede and Soybas investigated the influence the 

students’ textbook on student achievement and conceptual understanding.   

In Lage and Gaisman’s research, pre-Calculus and Calculus students were interviewed 

after they solved transformations of functions problems. Lage and Gaisman based her research 

and finding’s on Asiala’s APOS (Action, Process, Object, Schema) theory. APOS theory is used 

to describe how actions become internalized into processes and then encapsulated as mental 
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objects, which take their place in more sophisticated cognitive schemas. While Lage and 

Gaisman decided to only use action, process and object levels, they defined each level of APOS 

theory to fit their study as follows: 

Action: students can perform operations on functions and variables step by step 

Process: Actions repeated on the analytic or graphical representations of a function 

Object: Students show the ability to translate from one representation to another 

Schema: Students understand the interconnections of several actions, processes and 

objects and the relationship between them  

Lage and Gaisman choose to investigate the topic of function transformations because it 

gave an opportunity to analyze students’ ability to manipulate functions and variables as well as 

their “flexibility with the use of different representations of functions” (Lage and Gaisman, 2001, 

p. 1).  

While students answered questions on the graphs of transformations, students at the 

action level attempted to determine the formula for the function and plot points. Action level 

students “showed strong difficulties with the concept of function itself” (p. 5). Students at the 

process level “could graph transformed functions” (p. 5).  With these results, Lage and Gaisman 

found students’ difficulties with the concept of transformation of functions are strongly related to 

their understanding of the concept of function. Students’ flexibility with the use of different 

representations is a direct effect of their exposure to a wider variety of functions and 

representations. Research has shown that the ability of pre-service teachers to transfer between 

multiple representations has a direct correlation to their understanding of the concept of function. 

Another study that examined pre-service mathematics teachers was conducted in 2011. 

Dede and Soybas investigated pre-service teachers’ understanding of function concepts because 
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they believed this understanding directly affects their future teaching careers. They wrote, “pre-

service teachers can enrich their teaching as much as their knowledge and by this way, they can 

increase their students’ learning” (p. 90). Seventy one pre-service mathematics teachers from 

Cumhuriyet University in Sivas, Turkey, were interviewed for this study. Data was analyzed 

through qualitative measures and the pre-service teachers’ responses were categorized into six 

categories. Data analysis provided evidence that the majority of students understand the 

definition of an equation but a considerably smaller number of the pre-service teachers could 

define a function correctly. The pre-service teachers participating had difficulty making clear and 

unique responses when asked to define function related terms. The researchers contribute this 

difficulty to the Turkish mathematics curriculum expectations.   

This study took all aspects of this literature review into consideration when determining 

what to test and how to test student comprehension of functions. The researcher decided the 

transfer between different representations of functions was the best way to determine student 

understanding of the concept of function. 

 

Experimental Design 

 

This experiment explores the skill differences between mathematics majors and liberal 

arts majors in pattern and function recognition. It is predicted that both mathematics majors and 

non-mathematics majors will perform poorly (below 75%) when tested on function recognition, 

though mathematics majors will perform better than non-mathematics majors. 
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Participants 

This study was conducted at a comprehensive liberal arts university within a state system 

in the Northeast United States. Of the total undergraduate student population, 86 participated in 

this study. There were 43 enrolled in two sections of an entry level mathematics course, these 

courses were named Entry Level 1 and Entry Level 2 for the sake of this study, 30 enrolled in an 

upper level History of Mathematics course and 13 enrolled in a methods for teaching 

mathematics course (Methods). All students enrolled in the entry level courses were non-

mathematics majors. The two sections each met three times a week for 50 minutes. Each section 

was taught by a different instructor; however, each lesson was co-planned. All students enrolled 

in History of Mathematics and Methods were mathematics/mathematics adolescence education 

majors. In this study, mathematics majors will include those students enrolled as mathematics 

education majors.  

The participants of this study consisted of 86 students, 34 of whom were college seniors, 

23 were juniors, 11 were sophomores, and 18 were freshmen. This researcher taught the second 

section of the entry level course. Many of these entry level course students disliked mathematics, 

which varies greatly to those students in the upper level courses who have a passion for 

mathematics. The breakdown of students in each class is given in the following figure: 

Figure 13 – Categories of Participants 

 Entry Level 1 Entry Level 2 History of Math Methods 

Total Enrolled 17 26 30 13 

Male 9 13 9 6 

Female 8 13 21 7 

Senior 2 4 15 13 

Junior 2 6 15 0 

Sophomore 4 7 0 0 

Freshman 9 9 0 0 

Mathematics Majors 0 0 30 13 

Non-mathematics Majors 17 26 0 0 
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Figure 14. Pictorial Questions #1 & 2 

Design 

The study at hand tests how well students recognize a 

function in multiple representations. To test student ability at 

function recognition, this experiment consisted of a test. 

Students were given one 25 minute session to complete the 

test. Students of Methods, History of Mathematics, and Entry 

Level 1 and 2 were given an 8 question function recognition test. A copy of the test can be found 

in Appendix A. The test was given in the middle of each course. The breakdown of each 

question is provided in the next section. 

 

Instrument Items and Justification of Items 

The questions in this test were chosen very specifically. In order to test a student’s true 

understanding of functions, a student must be able to easily transfer between the different 

representations of them. The test asks for students to “find the algebraic representation that best 

matches the function given. Write your answer in the space provided.” The eight questions asked 

on the test were accompanied by a variety of representations to truly test their understanding of 

functions.  

There are two questions for each 

representation of function: pictorially, table form, list 

form, and graphically. The questions that represented 

functions pictorially assessed the students’ visual 

skills in recognizing the function within the pattern. 

Design: 
•4 classes:  

1- Mathematics majors 
(History of Mathematics 
and Methods) 

2- Non-mathematics majors 
(Entry Level 1 & 2) 

•One 8 question function 
recognition test to determine 
differences between majors 
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Figure 15. 

Tabular 

Questions 

#3 & 4 

Figure 16. Pictorial Questions #5 & 6 

 

The solution to Question #1 is  ( )      , but may be described as the number of the picture 

squared plus one more.  The pattern depicted in Question #2 is that of triangular numbers. 

Students may recognize the function and find the solution to be  (  )  
 (   )

 
, where   is the 

number of nodes or vertices. The  -th triangular number may be represented as  ( )      

   .  

Two questions are presented to the students as ordered pairs in t-table 

form. Students may be most comfortable with these questions as this is the 

most frequent representation they have seen. These questions assessed the 

students’ ability in numeracy.  Students were asked to create a function that 

compares what happens to   as   changes. Question #3 is the first of the two; 

the function representing this set of data is  ( )  (   ) . Question #4 is a 

linear function described as  ( )  
 

 
   . Students will note the  -values 

increase by     as  -values increase by 1 and then could use the point-slope 

form of an equation of a line to produce the final function in slope-intercept 

form. 

Questions #5 & 6 show representations of functions in list form, that is, the functions 

appear as sequences. Just as in Question #3 &4, these questions assessed the students’ ability in 

numeracy.  The Fibonacci sequence is shown in Question #5, so the solution is         

    . The solution to Question #6 is  ( )  
 (   )

 
 . 
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Figure 17. Graphic Questions #7 & 8 

The last two questions are representations of functions given graphically.  These 

questions assessed the students’ understanding of graphs. With each representation of a function, 

students were asked to give the algebraic representation. Students should be able to recognize the 

graph in Question #7 as a basic parabola with vertex at (    ) and so the answer is           

 ( )  (   )    or it may be seen as  ( )         . The answer to Question #8 is 

 ( )  
 

 
  

 

 
. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Collection 

The data for this experiment was collected by studying and analyzing the results of the 8-

question test. The test was graded on an 8 point scale. Students earned a point if they correctly 

provided the algebraic representation of the function given. Students who did not provide the 

correct answer exactly did not earn any credit and no partial credit was awarded. Student total 

score is the ratio of correct answers to total questions. It is in the opinion of the researcher that 

the pictorial and sequential representations of functions and patterns are the most challenging; 

however each question is weighted with the same number of points.  
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Methods of Data Analysis 

This experiment was of quantitative nature. Once the tests were collected, each question 

was examined for correctness. The test results of each student within the study were compared to 

the rest of the students. Generalized linear ANOVA model tests were used to compute the 

statistical significance of each comparison. A  -value of less than 0.05 is considered to have a 

significant difference indicating that the items compared depend on each other. Student total 

score was compared to the major of the student, the student’s gender, the History of Mathematics 

and Methods courses were compared to both Entry Level classes. Another comparison to make is 

the difference in achievement between the two Entry Level courses. Student achievement based 

on gender has been compared using an ANOVA model test, as well as student achievement 

based on grade level. The difference between type of representation was examined and it was 

determined which representations were the least and most difficult for students to provide the 

correct answer. It was determined which non-mathematics major produced the best scores and 

what the highest non-mathematics major score was. The results are discussed in the next section. 

 

Results 

 

The analysis of the data collected from the four classes provides evidence that supports the 

hypothesis. Specifically: 

• Mathematics majors’ mean score (2.93/8) was greater than non-mathematics majors’ 

(0.49/8) 

• Students were most successful in recognizing functions that were represented pictorially 

with 35.5% of all students answering pictorial questions correctly 
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• Liberal Arts and Social Science majors’ were the highest scoring non-mathematics 

majors with a high score of 4/8 

• Gender did not play a role in student achievement with a high male score of 7/8 and 

female score of 6/8 

Mean scores as well as percent of correctly answered questions of all students that participated in 

the study were used in determining these results. The results are expanded on in the following 

sections. 

 

• Mathematics majors performed better than non-mathematics majors 

 As hypothesized, mathematics majors scored higher than non-mathematics majors on the 

function recognition test. The total number of questions answered correctly between the four 

classes, Entry Level 1 and 2 each answered 8.1% of the questions correctly. History of 

Mathematics answered 56.1% of questions correct and 27.7% of questions correct came from 

Methods. Non-mathematics majors provided only 16.2% of the correct answers while the 

mathematics majors provided 83.8% of correct answers.  

 Low scores were observed in both mathematics majors and non-mathematics majors. The 

mean mathematics major score was 2.93/8 or 36%. The mean non-math major score was 0.49/8 

or 6%. This is a result that not only supports the hypothesis but provides stronger evidence that 

students have difficulty producing algebraic representation of functions. This idea will be 

addressed further in the implications for teaching section. 

 There was a significant difference between the upper level mathematics courses (MATH 

381, MAED 417/419) and lower level mathematics courses on total score ( -value      ,  -

value of      ). The students in the upper level mathematics courses’ mean score was 2.93/8 or 
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36%. The students in the lower level mathematics courses’ mean score was 0.49/8 or 6%. The 

mean scores makes sense with the data collected as the upper level mathematics courses were 

composed of strictly mathematics and mathematics education majors.  

 

• Students were most successful in recognizing functions that were represented pictorially 

 Through ANOVA analysis, there is a significant difference was noted in the correct 

responses based on type of representation (pictorial, tabular, sequential, or graphic). The  -value 

calculated through this test is less than      , while the F-value is      . Pictorial and graphic 

representations are significantly different from each other while tabular and sequential do not 

provide evidence of significant difference; however tabular and sequential, together, are 

significantly different than the other representations.  

 Of the four types, pictorial representations produced the largest percentage of correct 

answers with       correct. The next most successful representations were graphic, tabular, and 

sequential with          , and    , respectively. 

 

• Liberal Arts and Social Science majors were the highest scoring non-mathematics major 

 The  -value of the resulting ANOVA test ( -value      ,  -value of     ) indicates 

that there is a significant difference in total score based on major. Excluding the mathematics 

majors (Mathematics and Mathematics Education), the highest score between the majors was a 

4/8 or 50%. The students with this score can be recognized to be Liberal Arts and Social 

Sciences majors. The second highest scoring non-mathematics majors were Sports Science and 

Business Communications with a score of 2/8 or 25%. When organizing majors by highest score, 

Computer Science and Performance Arts majors were in 4
th

 place with majority and highest 
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scores of 1/8 or 12.5%. More than half of the Business Communications, Liberal Arts, Social 

Sciences, Performance Arts, and Sports Science majors scored a zero. The Humanities and 

Natural Sciences majors had the worst score of zero indicating that no answers were correct. 

 

• Gender did not play a role in student achievement 

 A  -value of       with an F-value of      suggests there is no significant difference in 

total score based on gender. More males received a total of 0 points with 48.8% of males with 

that score; however, only males scored the highest score of 7/8 points. Females received scores 

of 5/8 and 6/8 or 62.5% or 75% while the males’ second highest score is only a 4/8 or 50%. 

 While comparing scores and results between gender, class level, and major, the 

researcher had to examine every question within the instrument. This item by item analysis is 

provided in the next section. 

 

Instrument Item Analysis 

 While analyzing the test answers, the researcher analyzed each item on the instrument. 

Patterns in solutions were examined including methods of student solving, type of response 

given, as well as percentage of students that provided the correct answer. This section provides 

the analysis of each item. For all questions, the directions were as follows: “Find the algebraic 

representation that best matches the function given. Write your answer in the space provided.” 
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Question #1. 

 Question #1 on the function recognition test is listed as a pictorial representation of a 

function. The students were asked to write a function that would produce the  -th number of 

squares. It is notable that this question was answered most consistently answered correctly 

throughout all majors. Of all the students who took this test, 42.53% answered this question 

correctly. The figure below is a student sample that best encompasses the responses most 

students provided. Here the student uses the box pictures to create expressions using numbers. 

After they found a pattern with the numbers, they converted to the algebraic representation of the 

function. The correct answer was  ( )       though other algebraic forms of this function 

were accepted as a correct answer, i.e. the student whose work is featured below received credit 

even though they did not write an equation. 

 

Question #2. 

 Students again were given a pictorial representation of a function. This question proved 

to be more challenging as fewer correct answers were given compared to Question #1. There was 

a miscommunication within this question; it was unclear whether students should be finding a 

function to produce the  -th number of vertices or the  -th number of triangles. While it was 

expected that students produce the number of vertices, more than half gave the number of 

triangles. Both answers were deemed acceptable and were credited as correct. Since both 

Figure 18. A sample student work of Question #1. 
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answers were correct, 29.89% of students answered this question correctly. Included below are 

two student samples; on the left-hand side is an example of a student that correctly gave the 

function that produces the number of vertices, while the example on the right shows a correct 

answer of a function that produces the total number of triangles.  

 

Question #3. 

 Question #3 is the first of two tabular representation 

questions. The function in this question is a quadratic function. Only 

10.34% of students answered this question correctly. As with many 

of the other questions, students provided a written expression versus 

the algebraic expression of the function. Figure 20 is an example of 

student work that incorrectly described the function and also used 

words instead of the corresponding algebraic representation. The 

correct answer was  ( )  (   )  or an equivalent equation. 

 

Question #4. 

 Question #4 is the second tabular representation; however unlike the quadratic function in 

the previous question, this one offers a linear pattern for students to identify. Question #4 was 

Figure 20. A sample of 

student work of Question #3. 

Figure 19. Sample of two students work of Question #2. 
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expected to be an easier question compared to question 3 but both proved to be of equal 

difficulty as the difference in mean score between question 3 and 4 was only .08/8. Of all 

students, 18.39% answered this question correctly. Figure 21 is an example of a student who 

described the function correctly but received no credit for her written verbal representation. The 

correct answer is  ( )  
 

 
   . 

 

 

 

 

Question #5. 

 Both Question #5 & 6 were about sequential representations of a function. While students 

were not expected to produce the exact algebraic representation, students struggled with finding 

the pattern without algebra.  The sequence in Question #5 is the Fibonacci sequence; as it was 

difficult to recreate the function to produce the  -th Fibonacci number, a student that identified it 

as the Fibonacci sequence earned credit for this question. Of all students, only 16.1% answered 

this question with some form of representing the Fibonacci sequence algebraically. Below are  

Figure 22. Sample of two students work of Question #5. 

Figure 21. A sample of student work of Question 4 
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some examples of student work that was deemed to be an acceptable answer. Students were 

expected to produce the recursive form of the sequence where the  -th number is the sum of the 

two preceeding numbers in the sequence. Another form of the sequence is a closed form for 

finding the  -th Fibonacci number. Exactly one out of the 86 participants in this study produced 

a correct representation yielding the closed form of finding the  -th Fibonacci number using the 

Golden Ratio. Students may have found difficulty with this question because of the recursive 

nature of the Fibonacci sequence.  

 

Question #6. 

 Of all the questions and representations of functions, the sequential 

representation of the Triangular numbers shown in Question #6 is where 

students performed the worst. Receiving the least amount of correct 

answers, 5.7% of students answered this question correctly. It was noted that 

students could identify the pattern in this sequence but failed to provide an 

algebraic representation. An interesting note is that Triangular numbers are in 

both this question and in Question #2, shown pictorially. Shown below is an 

example of a student’s work that produced the correct answer. It could be assumed that some 

students felt ashamed with their mathematical skill that they wrote “sorry” for some answers they 

did not know. Figure 23 is an example of this. The answer to Question #6 is ( )  
 (   )

 
 . 

 

 

 

Figure 23. A sample 

of student work of 

Question #6. 
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Figure 25. A sample of student work of 

Question #8. 

 Question #7. 

 Question #7 is a graphic representation of the basic quadratic 

function (    ) shifted to the right and down. Only 23.3% of all 

students correctly answered question 7 correctly. Most students left 

this question completely blank and moved on to Question #8. It is 

believed that students thought this question to be more difficult than 

question 8 and thus skipped over it.  

 

Question #8. 

 The graphic representation of Question #8 is that of a linear function. Students at all 

levels of mathematics knowledge were anticipated to answer this question correctly. However, of 

all the students, only 29.9% provided a correct answer; this ties Question #8 along with Question 

#2 for second place when the questions are organized by correctness. Students used two 

frequently taught methods of finding the equation 

of a line: utilizing the point-slope formula and 

picking two points to find the slope and y-

intercept. Also, some students attempted to guess 

the y-intercept and count the units to find the 

slope. Figures 25 and 26 are some student 

examples of these processes. Figure 25 shows a 

student who found the slope by examining the 

graph then used the slope-intercept form to find the 

y-intercept. Figure 26 shows a student who used 

Figure 24.  A typical response to  

Question #7. 
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two points to find the slope then used the slope-intercept form to find the y-intercept. 

Analysis of the test scores based on major, grade 

and gender lead to many implications for teaching. The 

next section provides some direct implications for teaching 

from the results. The section will also discuss modifications 

to the study that may produce different results. 

 

 

 

Implications for Teaching 

 

 The original hypothesis for this study was that both mathematics and non-mathematics 

majors would perform poorly when tested on function recognition. Students in mathematics 

courses took either a major-required course or a course that satisfied a general education 

requirement. Throughout this process, many implications have been brought forward and will be 

discussed in this section as well as any shortcomings within the study.  

 

Changes in the Classroom 

 Two implications for teaching that spring from this study can be condensed into one 

over-arching implication: students need more focus on transferring from one representation to 

the algebraic representation. Another implication stems from the importance and usefulness of 

functions in students’ lives outside of the classroom. These implications are listed and discussed 

in the following section. 

Figure 26. A student sample of 

Question 8 
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• Educators at the middle and high school levels need to spend sufficient time on transferring 

from a variety of representations to the algebraic representation. 

  Throughout their middle school and high school education, students are trained to 

manipulate functions but as the research suggests, too much time is spent on going from the 

algebraic representation to any other representation. Students that show true understanding of 

functions are those who can transfer back and forth between all representations of functions. The 

next question is why spend so little time on recognizing functions in other forms than just 

graphically.  

 Function recognition is frequently identified as a gateway to problem solving. This is 

because to recognize and produce the correct algebraic representation of a function given in any 

form, a student must utilize everything in their mathematics toolbox. Function recognition is not 

always the easiest and thus students must consider all ways of inspecting such a problem. 

Without the skills or practice of recognizing functions, students may lose out on the chance to 

perfect their problem solving skills.  

 

• Pre-service mathematics teacher programs need to focus less on algebraic representations 

and more on other representations of functions. 

 Full comprehension of functions stems from the ability to transfer from any 

representation of a function to any other representation; if the pre-service teachers in my study 

did not show full understanding then they cannot teach students to have full understanding of 

functions. 

 It has been my experience that pre-service mathematics teachers programs focus the 

majority of time on going from the algebraic representation to other representations. What 
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happens is teachers of upper level mathematics courses assume students can easily transfer from 

one representation to another though this study has shown that this is not the case. Upper level 

mathematics students including pre-service mathematics teachers are given a false sense of their 

mathematical ability. When administering my instrument to the mathematics majors, many 

showed self-conscious tendencies and apologized to me for not being able to answer the 

questions correctly. A course on functions should be put in place at a lower level within the 

program to give these students the confidence they need to be in front of a classroom teaching. 

Students look up to their mathematics teachers as if they are geniuses. When these teachers do 

not understand a concept themselves, students will feel the direct effect and not be able to 

understand it themselves.  

These implications were developed based on the results of this study. Assessing the study 

as a whole brings up some aspects that may be modified to provide different implications. These 

modifications or changes in the study’s protocol are discussed in the next section. 

 

• It is critical for educators to link function representations with mathematical modeling. 

 Real world data is something mathematics educators should take advantage of in their 

teaching. Teaching functions for functions sake is doing more bad than good in a mathematics 

classroom. For students to gain full understanding of functions they need to understand why they 

are important in their life. Functions are one of the best ways to represent and model physical 

phenomena using mathematics. Most students underestimate the importance of mathematics and 

functions in their daily lives. Real world data is something students can record on their own thus 

giving ownership to the student and providing something for students to be proud of. 
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 Mathematical modeling is a great way for students to see functions in multiple 

representations. Quantitative results from real life experiments can easily be transferred into a 

mathematical models and function. By showing students that functions are more real than the 

graph on their paper, they can obtain a deeper comprehension of functions. Many students are 

tactile learners, so having an activity within teaching functions that allows the student to create 

their own data based on real world physical phenomena can only help those students. The other 

learner types in the classroom will have fun with the activity of using real life data that they will 

remember it longer.  

 

Changes in the Study Protocol 

 After students participated in the study, the tests were corrected and it was noted that 

some changes could be made within the study. First, there was some miscommunication between 

the student and the directions; the directions were not as clear to some students as expected. 

Second, to gain more insight as to why the pictorial representation was answered correctly most 

consistently, the study could have included a survey to gather information on how the students 

perceived the test as well as individual questions. 

 

• Directions should be made more precise 

  As discussed in the results section, there were two correct answers for Question #2. One 

answer was correct if students gave the function that represented the number of triangles in each 

picture, and one answer was correct if students gave the function that represented the number of 

vertices of each triangle in each picture. My original intention was for students to provide the 

function that produces the number of vertices in each picture. This could have been avoided if 
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each question had specific directions. Instead of this, there was one simple direction at the 

beginning of the instrument: “Find the algebraic representation that best matches the function 

given. Write your answer in the space provided” (Appendix A).  

 It was a fault in the instrument that assumed everyone would understand what algebraic 

representation meant. It may have been beneficial to provide an example of what kind of answer 

the instrument was expecting students to provide. As this was not included, the mathematics 

majors seemed to have the advantage of knowing and being familiarized with the vocabulary. 

Non-mathematics majors tended to respond with written descriptions or simply describing what 

kind of function it was, i.e. Linear, Quadratic, etc. It is possible that the non-mathematics majors 

could perform at a higher level if they fully understood what was required to give an acceptable 

answer. 

 

• Include a survey 

 It was evident by the students’ facial and body expressions when they turned in the 

instrument that they felt defeated. This was seen on both mathematics majors and non-

mathematics majors. Including a survey may have been an appropriate way to gauge students’ 

feelings about how they felt taking the test and their opinion on the instrument itself or on 

specific questions. The survey would have been a useful way to determine which type of 

question students thought to be easiest. The students’ responses could have led to some 

interesting discussion on if what they thought was least difficult to them turned out to be the 

question the students performed the best on.  The survey would have provided some qualitative 

data to aid in solidifying the results of this study. 
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Suggestions for further research 

 While this study provided evidence that students are unable to correctly produce 

algebraic representations of a function given in another form of representation, one might 

consider comparing these results to an instrument in which students are given an algebraic 

representation of a function and charged with producing other representations of that function. 

To add on to this study, one might also go into middle school or high school classrooms to 

explore how teachers are providing students with the initial task of producing an algebraic 

representation given another representation of a function. Researchers can continue this research 

by expanding outside of this liberal arts college. They may also give context to the questions to 

possibly provoke stronger evidence of the hypothesis. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

This study was created to determine how well mathematics majors will perform in a 

function recognition test compared to non-mathematics majors. This study has shown that 

mathematics majors are only slightly better than non-mathematics majors when asked to identify 

functions in non-algebraic representations. The results of this study suggest there needs to be a 

stronger emphasis on function recognition in all levels of student learning.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

Name: ______________________________               Terranova 

Date: ____________________________ 

 

Directions: Find the algebraic representation that best matches the function given. Write your answer in 

the space provided 

 

 

1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 1. ______________________________ 

 

2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2. ______________________________ 

 

3.      4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. __________________________  4. _________________________ 

𝑥 𝑦 
-3 1 

-2 4 

-1 9 

0 16 

1 25 
 

𝑥 𝑦 
14 26 

15 27.5 

16 29 

17 30.5 

18 32 
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5.                 6.                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. __________________________  6. _________________________ 

 

 

 

 

7.      8.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. __________________________  8. _________________________ 
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